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	Enjoy Today’s special culture experience with Wakjapan!Please call to book this program at +81752129993 or click "Contact us".
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			WAK JAPAN provides foreign travelars with an opportunity to enjoy traditional Japanese cultural activities such as Tea ceremony, Flower arrangment, Cooking, Dressing up in Kimono, among others.
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             Select a genre
2018
2017
Immersive Culture Courses
Kids Programs
 Tea Ceremony
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
Origami
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Calligraphy
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Cooking/Sake
3 Kinds of Seasonal Japanese Sweets
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Teriyaki Chicken
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Kyoto Obanzai Healthy Vegetarian Cooking
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Rolled Sushi Cooking
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
MAIKO,GEIKO
Kimono
Formal Course
 Wakwak-kan
 Home Visit
Semiformal Course
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
Casual Course
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
Flower Arrangement
 Wakwak-kan
 Washin-kan
 Home Visit
Craft
Tour
 Active
Learning
Luxury
 Inquiry plan
Home Visit
 Kyoto-Washin-kan
Wakwak-kan
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	761 Tenshucho, Takakura-dori,
Nijo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku,
Kyoto, Japan 604-0812
TEL:+81 (0)75 212 9993
FAX:+81 (0)75 212 9994


				Kyoto Washin-kan
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	1-533-3 Yamato-oji shomen sagaru,Higashiyama ward
Kyoto 605-0933
TEL:+81 (0)75 533 6500
FAX:+81 (0)75 533 6511
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			Popular cultural activities
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	Immersive Culture Courses
	
		Immersive Culture Courses offer special cultural activities as well as practicing hospitality of the highest quality only for you.
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	Special Tours
	This is a tour program for visiting some famous local sights with a WAK attendant, who will guide you and explain the history, sense etc. of Kyoto. 
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	Kids Programs
	
		Activities can accommodate from one, to hundreds of participants. Groups can simultaneously take part in different activities.
		




		


			See, touch and learn the WAK JAPAN's cultural experiences
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	Japanese Cooking
	These programs feature a unique opportunity to make sushi at a long-established sushi restaurant in Kyoto or sake tasting at a former sake brewery.
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	Kimono Wearing
	This program includes a lecture about Kimono by a Kimono specialist as well as dressing up in Kimono.
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	Tea ceremony
	You can try to make matcha tea under instructor's guidance.
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	Calligraphy
	After practicing well, you will make your own calligrapfic work.
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	Origami
	Origami is a traditional art which transforms a sheet of paper into a variety of shapes, such as animals and flowers through folding techniques.
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	Flower arrangement 
	You can enjoy a flower arranging class while learning the difference between a Japanese arranging style and a western one.
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	Japanese book binding
	 First, you can learn about the techniques of binding such as Yotsume, Kikko and Kikka as well as some tools, then bind a book using string.
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	Koto
	Koto is a traditional Japanese instrument with thirteen strings. Its sound features distinctive deep tones.  This program is instructed by a professional Koto player. 
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	Japanese lesson
	A WAK JAPAN's experienced Japanese teacher teaches Japanese for children as well as for adults.
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			WAK JAPAN's Publications
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	Many Japanese people would like foreign visitors to Japan to experience
 and appreciate wonderful Japanese culture.
	Those who were offered kindness in foreign lands think so more strongly. We all know that only one or two hands-on cultural experience would not help people to gain thorough understanding of the culture. However, if you visit one country and enjoy a cultural experience with an experienced instructor there, you will probably come to like the country. We are proud of ourselves that we are making these things happen in Japan. What we always have in our minds is to offer foreign visitors wishing to do cultural experiences more in-depth and easy-to-understand explanation.
	→Read more
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                        Where to gamble or play at a casino when traveling to Japan?

                
	Most types of gambling are illegal in Japan, but exceptions do exist. Betting on some sports like horse racing and certain motorsports is allowed. That is why online casinos are booming as they provide a viable alternative for casino fans. Every major casino site in japan offers wide range of casino games, 24/7 support and different payment options. 
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                         "Habataku 300 Small Business Companies in 2018"

                
	
WAK JAPAN has got an award "Habataku 300 Small Business Companies in
2018" by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.
We're honored to have been selected for this award by the
recommendation of many people.
I want to proceed business succession smoothly while continuing certain growth.
Also I would like to do my best to provide many visitors worldwide
with an opportunity to understand Japanese culture and enjoy them,
rather than to extend our business.

I appreciate all of WAK JAPAN's attendants and instructors who have
supported us so far, along with travel agencies that have introduced
us wonderful customers.

I hope we can keep working with you as well as going forward together.

Managing Director of WAK JAPAN
Michi Ogawa
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                        The 3rd JAPAN TOURISM AWARD:
                
	The 3rd JAPAN TOURISM AWARD

Field of Domestic / Inbound Japan
Business Division

WAK JAPAN Co.
Cultural exposure options targeting wealthy tourists from
overseas/teacjer education
【Click to download photo】
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May 25, 2017 WAK 's attendance was introduced in the newspaper

                
	
Instructor of wakjapan, Seiko Katsukiu was introduced at the Yomiuri Shimbun on May 25, 2017.
【Click to download photo】
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                        We opened a new luxury room in Wakwak-kan!
                
	You can experience a tea ceremony, origami etc. in a relaxing room that has never existed before.
Of course you can use it with a family with children..

Please feel free to contact us for details on usage fee, availability etc.
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                        Hanayaka Kansai Forum

                
	On March 27th of 2017, WAK JAPAN Co. was awarded the grand prize of "The 1st Hanayaka Kansai Miryoku Upward Award" from Hanayaka Kansai Forum, appreciating the WAK JAPAN's project "Raising the Kyoto value for overseas wealthy class visitors and Providing the activity of traditional culture".
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